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RUN No 2208 97 Hardwicke St Summerhill Hare: Spyder

LH3 Hash
Weekly Bull Shit (new Boong size font for easy reading)
Run report for run 2208 Spyder – Deja vu Run
Yes you may have thought it was Groundhog Day;
back in Summerhill for the
second consecutive week.
Spyder’s trail getting no
more than a stones throw
from the On On when confusion and mayhem struck;
Shrek called the trail on
arrows from last weeks
run. For the first of many
times Fingers was heard to
say “that’s one of mine”
referring to the arrow the
pack had followed. Checking back the true trail was
found and eventually cut
through Willow Lane when
again Fingers was heard “that’s one of mine”. Indeed it was but placed in the vicinity was the fresh
trail “that’s my check” Finger’s pointed the check

that had been crossed out and replaced with new
directions. Adding more bewilderment were/are
permanent arrows that some dickhead has spray
painted. Down the hill – (Haven’t they done wonders with Ballpoint’s old
house? – new kerbing and
reseal too since he had
moved) to Old Tudor, up a
laneway into the old clay pits
subdivision. The On Home
found in dim light as a result
of Daylight Saving finishing
for another season. A good
short run not deviating far
from home. There has been
no rain to wash previous trails
away so let’s see if 2Bob can
bamboozle us in the next
Summerhill instalment by
overlaying these runs.

The ON ON:
The pack returned to tomato soup and
bread rolls that Trish/Spyder had generously prepared. Less popular were the chillies
that Sheila had donated to unsuspecting
hashers – Sprocket complaining that his lips
were still numb hours later. Spyder has
erected a portable Gazebo while the pack is
out on the run it proves popular as a few
drops of rain begin to fall but it does not
last long enough to add a litre of water to
the depleted Trevallyn dam.
Blakey read out the usual quality joke??
Stretch relived the story of when a carefully
planned ruse of the raffle prize backfired. I.e. 12 longnecks of Boag Draught had their contents replaced
with raspberry cordial and were presented with perfect labelling in a perfect carton. The winner, Butch,
was unaware and returned the unopened carton to a certain bottle shop in exchange for Boags XXX, his
preferred brew. Try to explain the subsequent fallout from that one Mr Boags.

On Downs:
Sheila – for introducing a new concept of efficiency and innovation to
the Lip
Hare – Spyder
Ben – visiting again after evading a
drink at previous On On

Raffle:
Questionable goings on in the raffle
continues as several “unowned” tickets were drawn before Stretch won
the lollies, Bugsy and Boong some
cat’s piss. Sprocket was happy as a
dog with two dicks after he snared
the meat tray.

The 2016 Committee The Committee that charges you more and gives you less
GM: Thumbs JM: Tyles, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Goblet, Trail Master: Fingers, Horn: Rickshaw, Lip: Blakey Scribe: Sheila, Web
Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Scary

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 12 April 3 Wenlock Way Prospect Hare: Two Bob
More Hares required see this years Trail Master Fingers before he nominates you to set a run or we will be back at Rowland
Cres again

LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 14th April Phillips St Perth Hare: Sly
Saturday 16th April Camping weekend 227 Bellingham Rd Bellingham Hare: Snow
White
Joke of the Week:
A Hasher goes to Thailand and picks up a
lovely new wife.
A year later his mate at the golf club asks “How’s that
lovely wife you picked up in Thailand?”
“She died – rather suddenly”
“Oh I am sorry – what happened?”
“Prostate cancer”!!!!

We live in Australia and my Missus decided
for the first time to wear a burka for a week just to see what the
reaction would be.
The first morning she was sworn at, punched on the nose
kicked up the arse and received death threats.
Heaven knows what's going to happen when she
leaves the house
*In a pub quiz the
other day I lost by one point.
The question I got wrong was, Where
do women mostly
have curly hair?
Apparently, it's Africa.

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
Do you like Hot
Chillies Shrek

Google Does not
know if beer ease
chillie burns

